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THE
PROJECT
CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF ?
I’m Aniello Iacomino, co-President of Ambiente Solidale, a social cooperative created in 2006 in Naples and specialized in circular economy.

WHAT IS AMBIENTE SOLIDALE ?
We believe in Second Chance, that's our philosophy. That's why we collect textile waste and redistribute them to be reused somewhere else.
Then, we hire people excluded from labor market. We try to combine environmental and social impacts on Naples.

YOUR MAIN PROJECT IS RECYCLING WASTE, HOW DOES IT WORK ?
We salvage clothes that people let in our 600 bins and we give them another utility. There are 3 kinds of waste :
•

First Choice: clothes in good conditions that we sterilize and send them to Share, our commercial point in the center of Naples;

•

Second Hand: we send these clothes to abroad markets, especially in Africa. This is not donation, they'll be sold;

•

Third Choice: we sell these textiles to industries. They collect it for other industrial uses like cleaning the machines.

We also gives lessons to make kids more awake of the importance of recycling. I don't know how it works in your city works, but a project
like this in Naples is really innovative.

« We believe in Second Chance, that's our philosophy. »

THE
IMPACTS
SO, WHY IS IT INNOVATIVE FOR YOU ?
We try to change minds by setting a good example. In Italy there are many projects like this, but most of them are located in the north
side. There are a lot of things to do here in Southern Italy related to circular economy and recycling. It's still not well settled in our
culture. We permit Neapolitans to reduce their environmental impact and help the municipality in its cleaning mission.

IS SECOND CHANCE A PART OF YOUR HIRING PROCESS ?
Exactly. Recycling waste is a tool to give employment to the excluded people from job market. They have social difficulties because they
are ex-drug addicts, ex-detainees or people with physical and mental disabilities. Nowadays, 24 people are working here and we want to
take care of them, because we believe they deserve a Second Chance.

AND YOUR SOCIAL IMPACT IN NAPLES IS GOING FURTHER WITH SUPPORTING CHARITIES…
We stock and distribute essentials food needs – milk, pasta, flour – in Naples through 170 charities points. It comes from European
Union : when institutions need help to fight against poverty, they launch a call for tenders to buy food and then choose the best firms and
industries. Last year, we distributed food to more than 60 000 families. 3 cents per kilo are also donated to social funds led by
municipality and charities, this is about €50 000 per year.

« We permit Neapolitans to reduce their environmental impact
and help the municipality in its cleaning mission. »

« Even a drop in the ocean could make the
difference and my engagement consists to feed
the ocean and try to quench thirst. »

APPROACH
OF LIFE

WHAT WAS THE "TRIGGERING FACTOR" TO ACT ?
In 1993-2009, the Waste Management Crisis in Naples raised the alarm. Living conditions became more and more difficult. In those
times, Naples became a shabby place, so we decided to change and we founded Ambiente Solidale in 2006.

WHAT WILL BE YOUR NEXT CHALLENGES ?
We want to increase our environmental impact by enlarging our activities and create more job for disadvantaged classes. More than this,
we would like to start collecting and treat a specific noxious waste that in Italy is named RAEE [Electrical and Electronic Wasted
Devices].

CAN YOU GIVE ME ONE WORD/ADJECTIVE/FEELING TO SUM UP YOUR ENGAGEMENT ?
I would say "solidarity", in a wide meaning. It includes the possibility to give an opportunity to the ones who don’t have a spot to try to
build a life, a family and economical independence. I have a great confidence in my fellow beings. Even a drop in the ocean could make
the difference and my engagement consists to feed the ocean and try to quench thirst. Anyone of us can do the difference but not
everyone has this chance. If everybody could have the right tools, I think the world could be a better place. It would be a collective
commitment that induces to be useful for all.

« Anyone of us can do the difference but not everyone has this chance. If everybody could
have the right tools, I think the world could be a better place. It would be a collective
commitment that induces to be useful for all. »
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